Hyundai elantra exhaust system

Position: Front. Made from the finest materials in compliance with rigorous industry standards,
it is sure to fit and function just the way you expect it to. This top-of-the-line product by
Autopart International will keep your vehicle rolling at its best and serve you flawlessly for years
to come. No matter whether you're doing basic repairs and maintenance, modifying your car's
street appeal and performance, or adding high-tech lighting and electronics, our great selection
of brand name products and knowledgeable associates will ensure success with all your
automotive projects. We offer the finest and widest variety of automotive parts and accessories
using state-of-the-art technologies, and employ the most dedicated and creative team members.
These individuals focus on exceeding expectations of customers who want the exact
component at the best price in the quickest time. Our goal is to provide a WOW experience
during every customer interaction. Whatever you need, whether it's a replacement part to fix a
broken down vehicle, a crash part to repair a vehicle from an accident, perhaps a new set of
custom wheels and tires, or something to make it flashy or faster, lifted or lowered, we will be
your one-stop shop. We fulfill our mission daily with enthusiasm and optimism, learning from
our ongoing opportunities and successes. We enjoy a modern yet tricked out work atmosphere
while ensuring a true learning environment to develop our people. All rights reserved.
Authorized Dealer:. Lowest Prices. On the go Daily Deals. Guaranteed Fitment. Always the
correct part. In-House Experts. We know our products. Our Newsletter:. Product Details. All
manufacturer names, symbols, and descriptions, used in our images and text are used solely
for identification purposes only. It is neither inferred nor implied that any item sold by CARiD is
a product authorized by or in any way connected with any vehicle manufacturers displayed on
this page. Hyundai Elantra owners have reported 20 problems related to engine exhaust system
under the engine and engine cooling category. The most recently reported issues are listed
below. Also please check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Hyundai Elantra based on
all problems reported for the Elantra. Tl the contact owns a Hyundai Elantra. While driving
various speeds, the contact heard an abnormal banging noise emerging from the vehicle over
several weeks. The contact noticed that the exhaust pipe was loose and detached. The vehicle
was taken to kearny mesa Hyundai convoy st, san diego, CA , where it was diagnosed that the
exhaust assembly needed to be replaced. The vehicle was repaired. The manufacturer was not
contacted. The failure mileage was 9, See all problems of the Hyundai Elantra. The contact
stated that there was an internal exhaust leak and a strong fuel odor was present in the cabin
and trunk of the vehicle. The contact became ill and nauseous due to the failure. Medical
attention was not received. The dealer abc Hyundai, redwood st, las vegas, nv , was notified
within two days of purchasing the vehicle and stated that it was a normal condition. The vehicle
was not diagnosed or repaired. The manufacturer was notified, closed the case, and did not
provide an explanation for the odor. The failure mileage was not available. Highly frustrating
and potentially life threatening situation Hyundai has put me in. On September 11th my vehicle
caught on fire in the rear by the exhaust pipe. Prior to this my vehicle had been at rick case
Hyundai 3 times with me complaining the transmission was not working properly the 1st time I
was told there are no codes so we have to wait till it breaks, the 2nd time I was told no codes
sorry, and the third time they actually replaced a broken part that controls the shift times in the
transmission. Could show them my problem. I asked Hyundai corporate to do an investigation
into the transmission and the fire and help me resolve this issue. They went through their 6
week process and then denied my claim saying it wasn't found to be a malfunction of any parts
that caused the fire. I have video of where the fire started, the transmission not working, and
countless pictures that show the fire obviously started at the tailpipe due to an increase in
temperature because of the transmission failure. When I ask Hyundai for the information that
lead to their conclusion they say it's confidential and proprietary and will not let me see it. When
I tell them the transmission is still not working and everytime I drive it there is a burning smell
and I'm scared for my safety and life driving this car they just say Hyundais decision is final and
they won't honor my warranty on the car. They claim it's perfectly safe to drive and operating as
intended and designed. I feel they are covering somethings up or never actually investigated
this incident which is why they won't release information. During the fire malfunctions in the
head shield and taillight wiring were discovered making for 4 possible life threatening defects
my car was parked at work in my parking space when the smoke and fire started. The contact
owns a Hyundai Elantra. While driving at approximately 10 mph, the vehicle emitted smoke out
of the exhaust system. The failure recurred numerous times. The manufacturer was not notified
of the failure. The failure mileage was 14, Tl- the contact owns a Hyundai Elantra. The contact
stated that the vehicle's brakes had been leaking fluid out of the vehicle. The vehicle was taken
to the dealer where it was repaired and the fluid was replaced. The failure recurred and the
vehicle was again taken to the dealer where the brake line was diagnoised to be the failure and
replaced. The failure recurred again the contact stated that the brake pedal went to the floor and

the vehicle would not start. The vehicle was taken to the dealer again where the brake control
unit was replaced, however after driving approximately 35 mph fire briefly came from the
exhaust. The contact stated the vehicle was pulled to side of the road and restarted and smoke
began to flow from the exhaust and engine. During the failure the brake warning indicators
illuminated during the first two failures, and during the last two failures all the warning
indicators illuminated. The manufacturer was notified of the failure. The approximate failure
mileage was 51, I own a Hyundai Elantra. When I bought it used in it ran very quiet. A few
months ago I noticed it seemed a little louder. Last week the check engine light came on so I
took it to my mechanic to have a diagnostic. Found out there is a crack in the manifold. I am
aware that many other Elantras have this problem, and that there was actually a recall on some
of them. My car however was not included in this recall. I contacted Hyundai consumer
assistance dept. And was sent to their dealership to have the car checked out after which I was
told that the crack in my manifold did not match the ones that the recall covered. How
ridiculous. Obviously their is a problem with all of the manifolds in these Elantras other wise
they would not all be cracking. The repair is very expensive and I think it is unfair that any
vehicle owner should be made to pay for the repair being told the crack is due to wear and tear.
I told them we were having a problem with a funny smell coming out of the dash when the car is
started and it continues the odor while the vehicle is running. The odor is not there while
vehicle is not started or running? They then went on to explain that the odor that is coming out
of the vent is a normal condition from converter and fuel winter blend? I have owned this
vehicle since day one and have never had this problem before? I also have 2 other vehicles and
we buy our gas at the same station and I am not having this problem with either one. I was told
there is a service bulletin on this issue? I don't know if you can help with this issue or not but if
there is anything you can do or point me in the right direction I would appreciate it because as
far as the dealer is concerned this is normal and I don't see what's normal about it. Thank you
for your time. Already a recall on Hyundai Elantra, but the Elantra that I have is past the recall
date of Jan. My car, was built in March so not covered on recall campaign Crack between port 3
and 4 on the manifold. The part has been installed on the car so I expect to be reimbursed cost
of part and labor to install. I purchased my car about 3 months ago. Not long after purchase, the
engine line lit up. I noticed when this happened the rpm's dropped and the car would sputter. I
had a mechanic look at it. He checked the car by computer and felt it needed 2 sensors. I let him
replace these. This time, when I stopped as for a traffic light, the car would stall, all warning
lights would go on, and it would take a couple of tries to start. Also, I purchased this car at
arnold Hyundai in roseville, mi. They went out of business not long after I purchased the car. I
took the car to another mechanic and they could find nothing wrong. I took the car to a Hyundai
dealer. They thought a guide wire had come loose and repaired it. A couple days later the car
was having the same problems. I took it to the dealership on December They did a thorough
inspection and said there is a leak in the vacuum system? I'm wondering has there been a recall
on this system or do have some sort of recourse?. My exhaust manifold is cracked. Ever since I
have bought the Hyundai Elantra new 2 years ago, I had nothing but problems. I have had
serious exhaust problems, and have been to the dealer several times about this. I have been
really sick, breathing in the fumes from the car. My carbon monoxide level is high, and I have
been having trouble breathing for a long time now. The dealer refuses to see a problem with the
car. I have had people drive in my car, and smell this exhaust. The exhaust smells like a skunk,
and backs up through the front inside vents, it smells behind the car, and I cannot open the
windows, because the smell is so strong it comes through the windows when opened to. The
dealer keeps saying they don't smell anything. This is a very serious matter, and it amazes me
that people care about money, instead of someone's health and safety. My 02 Hyundai Elantra
has two bad cracks in the exhaust manifold. I know that other 02 Elantra's had a recall, and I
think it should be extended to include all the bad manifolds. This is a major safety hazard
because it can lead to carbon monoxide poisoning. Within a short period of time when the
vehicle is stopped in traffic, or stuck in winter conditions carbon monoxide can build up inside
the vehicle leading to death of the driver and passengers. Check engine light on since I bought
the car. I have been in repeatedly for this to be corrected to no avail. Problems with
transmission repeatedly. Engine was causing a vacuum and not allowing to car to shift. There is
a smell inside of vehicle where passengers cannot breath and eyes start burning. Problem still
exists, dealer has not been able to fix it. Window control- when rolling up yhe rubber get caught
in the window. This is still a problem , I guess it was fix right hopeful this timewhich was
Emission-was a problem. I think it's still a problem I really don't know if this is not pretaing to
the transmission. Transmission-always has been a problem and still is. The car jerks buck,and it
acts like it be sfiting to another gear sometimes. I;m back and forth to the dealer they say they
can't find nothing. Wait until the enigine light comes on. This is a serious problem cause this

has gotten to my back. I contact the manuf they don't care ,they just say as long as there is a
warranty on the car they will keep fixing, but it's not. They said a new one was put in. I'm still
having a problem all I ak for was a another car. As bee. Since the purchase of my car new I have
had the transmission replaced three times, the pulse generator replaced twice, and the electrical
wiring replaced twice because it kept buring out. I would repeatedly take my car into fairfax
Hyundai for service due to slipping transmission, car cutting off and steering locking up while
driving on the beltway at 65mph smoke coming out of the exhaust etc. Finally on 17 March ,
approxiamately 4 weeks after paying dollars to have my engine cleaned recommended by
service manager my engine blew at 15 mph. Oil was spurting out everywhere and the dealership
has refused to give the the Hyundai complainant line number. The customer service rep. Stated
that I would have to get that number from the service manager at the dealership where I
purchased the car. The service manager tommy has refused to give me the number but states
that he is willing to work out a reasonable rate for parts a labor. Granted I have 78, miles on a
97' however these are all highway miles miles roundtrip to work. All scheduled maintanence
was done. No summary listed for above vehicle. Engine check light illuminated and remained
on, indicating malfunction within the exhaust system. Dealer states that problem occurs within
enginecheck light sensor. Replaced the engine check light sensor which did not remedy the
problem. Please give any further etails. Car Problems. Engine Exhaust System problem of the
Hyundai Elantra 1. Engine Exhaust System problem of the Hyundai Elantra 2. Engine Exhaust
System problem of the Hyundai Elantra 3. Engine Exhaust System problem of the Hyundai
Elantra 4. Engine Exhaust System problem of the Hyundai Elantra 5. Engine Exhaust System
problem of the Hyundai Elantra 6. Engine Exhaust System problem of the Hyundai Elantra 7.
Engine Exhaust System problem of the Hyundai Elantra 8. Engine Exhaust System problem of
the Hyundai Elantra 9. Engine Exhaust System problem of the Hyundai Elantra Engine And
Engine Cooling problems. Car Stall problems. Engine Clicking And Tapping Noises problems.
Check Engine Light On problems. Engine Stall problems. Engine Knocking Noise problems.
Engine Belts And Pulleys problems. Engine Failure problems. Loud Engine Noise problems.
Position: Front. Made from the finest materials in compliance with rigorous industry standards,
it is sure to fit and function just the way you expect it to. This top-of-the-line product by
Autopart International will keep your vehicle rolling at its best and serve you flawlessly for years
to come. No matter whether you're doing basic repairs and maintenance, modifying your car's
street appeal and performance, or adding high-tech lighting and electronics, our great selection
of brand name products and knowledgeable associates will ensure success with all your
automotive projects. We offer the finest and widest variety of automotive parts and accessories
using state-of-the-art technologies, and employ the most dedicated and creative team members.
These individuals focus on exceeding expectations of customers who want the exact
component at the best price in the quickest time. Our goal is to provide a WOW experience
during every customer interaction. Whatever you need, whether it's a replacement part to fix a
broken down vehicle, a crash part to repair a vehicle from an accident, perhaps a new set of
custom wheels and tires, or something to make it flashy or faster, lifted or lowered, we will be
your one-stop shop. We fulfill our mission daily with enthusiasm and optimism, learning from
our ongoing opportunities and successes. We enjoy a modern yet tricked out work atmosphere
while ensuring a true learning environment to develop our people. All rights reserved.
Authorized Dealer:. Lowest Prices. On the go Daily Deals. Guaranteed Fitment. Always the
correct part. In-House Experts. We know our products. Our Newsletter:. Product Details. All
manufacturer names, symbols, and descriptions, used in our images and text are used solely
for identification purposes only. It is neither inferred nor implied that any item sold by CARiD is
a product authorized by or in any way connected with any vehicle manufacturers displayed on
this page. For more information go to Situated beneath your car, truck, or SUV is your Hyundai
exhaust system. This collection of pipes, mufflers and clamps serves to control harmful
emissions and dampen engine noise so your vehicle runs smooth and quietor hot and loud, if
you prefer a racy glasspack muffler to announce the power of your vehicle. Regardless of your
sound preference, your Hyundai exhaust system is an important component that contributes to
the overall performance of your vehicle. Hyundai exhaust systems are made of steel. You may
think this is a benefit, since steel is a tough construction material, but the sad truth is the
composition of your Hyundai exhaust makes it vulnerable to damage. Since your Hyundai
exhaust is underneath your vehicle, it is exposed to damaging water, mud, and road salt. In
addition, the gas carried through your Hyundai exhaust system is corrosive stuff. Rust is an all
too common problem in Hyundai exhaust systems. You may be tempted to let it slide, since few
people bother to look beneath your car and the rust will go unnoticed. However, a rusted
Hyundai exhaust system can spread rapidly and cause your muffler to break away from the
pipes and drag on the road. If you end up damaging your catalytic converter, this can translate

to expensive repairs. When your Hyundai exhaust system is rusted, weak, or corroded, you
should replace the pipes, muffler and clamps right away to ensure continued top performance
and durability. Find what you need for your Hyundai exhaust in our vast online catalogue,
searchable by vehicle make and model. Your new Hyundai exhaust parts will be delivered
straight to your door in no time. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version.
Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief
Efforts. Select your vehicle. Hyundai Exhaust System. Refine by:. Exhaust System part. System
Type. Shop Hyundai Exhaust System. Showing 1 - 15 of 29 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Part
Number: M Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Vehicle Fitment
Hyundai Genesis 5. Product Details Notes : Includes - Mounting hardware, 5 x 8 x 14 in. Product
Details Notes : 6 x 6 x 18 in. Vehicle Fitment Hyundai Genesis Coupe 2. Product Details Notes :
Includes - Mounting hardware, 5 x 8 x 18 in. Vehicle Fitment - Hyundai Genesis 4. Vehicle
Fitment - Hyundai Genesis 3. Part Number: B Product Details Notes : 4. Part Number: BCB.
Vehicle Fitment - Hyundai Genesis Coupe 3. Into 2. Round x 6. Part Number: AB. Part Number:
AP. Page 1 of 2 Showing 1 - 15 of 29 results. Hyundai Exhaust System Models. Hyundai Genesis
Exhaust System. Hyundai Genesis Coupe Exhaust System. Hyundai Veloster Exhaust System.
Hyundai Veloster N Exhaust System. Hyundai Exhaust System Customer Reviews. Jun 13, Borla
lives up to its reputation. There are a few choices of performance cat back exhaust systems out
there on the market for the Tiburon V6, but I decided to go with the Borla due to their reputation
Definitely a healthy step up from the uninspiring vacuum cleaner sound and generic styling of
the stock exhaust system. First, installation was almost enjoyable. This was the first bolt on
system I've ever installed, so I'm used to lots of hacksawing, clamps, cascading pipe adapters,
rigging up custom hangers, and generally battling fit and alignment issues that plague custom
exhaust work. The hardest part was getting the old stuff off, as it was significantly rusted. From
there, a monkey could get this bolted up straight and secure. That brings me to the only con. I
was pretty disappointed that they couldn't include a new gasket and mounting nuts. I even got a
nice baseball cap in the box, but no gasket. I was kind of assuming it would be included for that
price. Fortunately, the local parts store had both in stock. I knocked off an "installation" star to
reflect that. But on to the good stuff. The difference in power was immediately noticeable. The Y
splitter to the rear mufflers is ten times better designed than the stock setup, and the butt dyno
agrees. It's got a good deep sound when you get on it, but is also very agreeable for commuting
and highway cruising. No annoying drone or rasp at any speed. I feel like this system will be
just the right compliment to an aftermarket heade
chevy venture forum
chiltons manual ford f150
explorer v8
r system for best sound. Other aftermarket systems sound pretty aggressive just on the stock
headers and end up ridiculously loud with aftermarket headers. A high flow cat combined with
aftermarket headers would be the ultimate compliment for this system. Purchased on Feb 10,
Jun 11, Borla Exhaust. I am very pleased with this purchase. The Borla exhaust system gave my
03 Hyundai Tiburon GT a more aggressive growling sound and I certainly feel more power from
it. My husband installed it with a friend in one evening without any problems. I have been
driving the car with the new exhaust for about 3 weeks n ow and have not encountered any
problems. I would definitely recommend this product. Purchased on Jul 22, Hyundai Exhaust
System Guides. Helpful Automotive Resources. An engine knock sounds like someone
knocking on the front door. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights
Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility
Statement.

